Hula Lolo
C  G7  A7
When you hear sweet music, soft and low
D7
You can swing it right, swing it left Swing all around
G7  C
And do the hula lolo
E7  A7
When a sweet brown maiden croons 'pene no'
D7
You can swing it right, swing it left Swing all around
G7  C  C7
And do the hula lolo

bridge:
F  Fm  C  A7
When the moon is shining in Hawaii
D7
You can dance to the strains of
G7/G7sus  G7/G7sus  G7
'Alekoki,' 'Anapau,' 'Liliu E'
C  G7  A7
If you don't believe me, you can go
D7
Where they swing it right, swing it left Swing all around
G7  C
And do the hula lolo
D7  G7  C
Aloha Nui Kakou!
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